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What is an environmentally extended SUT?

• Like all SUTs, environmentally extended SUTs (EE-
SUTs) show flows of goods and services related to 
the economy
– Unlike other SUTs, EE-SUTs include the environment as 

an explicit sector

– EE-SUTs place an emphasis on flows that are of 
environmental interest

• EE-SUTs show:
– Supply and use of market goods/services that are of 

interest from an environmental perspective
• e.g., supply and use of energy products, minerals or timber

– Supply and use of non-market goods/services that derive 
from or are disposed of in the environment

• e.g., wild food products, solid wastes



EE-SUT framework



Some history

• EE-SUTs were first developed in the late 1960s by Ayres & Kneese, 
Cumberland, Daly, Leontief, Victor and others
– Many further research studies in the 1970s-1990s

• Statistics Netherlands developed the National Accounts Matrix 
including Environmental Accounts (NAMEA), which was highly 
influential

• The UN began working on methods for EE-SUTs in the late 1980s

• Many countries began publishing EE-SUTs in the 1990s (Australia, 
Canada, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Netherlands, Italy, Sweden)
– Most were focused on measuring energy use or air emissions

• In 2014, the first official guidebook on environmental accounting was 
published by the UN: System of Environment-Economic Accounting
(SEEA)
– The SEEA contained detailed treatments of EE-SUTs



Types of EE-SUTs

• Three types:

– Physical

– Hybrid physical and monetary

– Monetary



Physical EE-SUTs

• All flows are measured in physical units 
(mass)

• Apply the materials balance principle: the 
mass of materials entering the economy 
must equal the mass leaving it, less the 
amount (temporarily) stored within the 
economy

• Useful for tracking the overall scale of 
material flows in the economy



Hybrid EE-SUTs

• Flows within the economy are measured in 
monetary units

• Flows to and from the environment are 
measured in physical terms

• Useful for tracking the material intensity of 
the economy

– e.g. emissions of carbon dioxide per unit of 
GDP by industry

–



Monetary EE-SUTs

• All flows are measured in monetary terms

• Useful for tracking flows of environmental 

protection goods and services

– e.g., sales of solar panels or purchases of 

battery powered vehicles



Examples

Water use in Canada

•

Source: Statistics Canada, Physical Flow Accounts



Examples

Energy use and greenhouse gas emissions 

in Canada

•

Source: Statistics Canada, Physical Flow Accounts



Examples

Mineral imports into the Netherlands

Source: Statistics Netherlands, Sustainability Monitor



Examples

Fuel used diesel vehicles, United Kingdom

Source: UK Office for National Statistics, UK Environmental Accounts 2017



Examples

Material use and intensity in Sweden

Source: Statistics Sweden, Economy-wide Material Flow Accounts
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